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Regulations for International Clock-Controlled Telechess Contests 
 
1. The special telechess contests are conducted by conveying the moves via 

telex (also teleprinter), radio (amateur radio), telegraph or telephone. Each 
player operates a chess clock to record his time. The player is not charged 
with the time required for transmitting the moves. 

 
2. When applicable, the FIDE Rules of Play are valid in the matches. For 

transmission of the moves and the adjudication of the games, the ICCF 
Tournament Rules are valid when applicable. 

 
3. It is recommended that these contest be organized between teams of 6 to 10 

players. 
 
4. All kinds of selected teams are admitted to the contests, including club teams, 

provided they have the permission of their national federation to participate in 
the international telechess contest. 

 
5. The sequence of the boards in these matches is to be indicated by figures or 

letters. 
 
6. The technical facilities required for the transmission of the moves to the 

opponents shall be located next to the room where the participants are playing 
their games. All the players of a team must be in the same place and the same 
room. 

 
7. The teams shall agree on the exact starting time of the match. 
 
8. The time allotted to each player is 50 moves in two hours or 40 moves in 90 

minutes. In every subsequent hour 25 moves are to be played. 
 
9. The color distribution among the players is to be agreed upon by the teams 

before the match starts. Each team shall play alternately with the white and 
the black pieces. 

 
10. Prior to the beginning of the match the team captains shall agree on the exact 

time of termination and/or adjournment of the games. Including the time for 
the transmission of the moves, no match shall exceed 8 hours. If there has not 
yet been a time control within this time limit, an extension of the playing time 
is required. This extension should, however, not exceed one hour. 

 
11. The games unfinished at the time agreed upon for the end of the match shall 

be mailed within one week together with analyses to a neutral adjudicator. 
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Within two weeks the adjudicator shall advise the teams of his decision 
concerning the adjourned games sent to him. 
In addition, the directives in the ICCF Tournament Rules for the adjudication 
of unfinished games will be valid. 
In exceptional cases the teams may agree on other procedures for the 
adjudication of unfinished games. 

 
12. For the transmission of the moves the Udemann Code, the international 

numerical notation, the algebraic or the descriptive notation will be used. The 
teams shall agree on the way of transmitting prior to the beginning of the 
match. 
A transmitted move is valid when it can be executed and the last move of the 
opponent was correctly repeated. 
 

13. The players are not responsible for technical or other transmission errors. The 
time for the correction of such mistakes does not count as playing time for the 
player concerned. 

 
14. When transmitting the 20th, 30th, 40th, 50th, 60th, 65th, 70th and 75th move 

of each player, the total time taken by that player is to be transmitted at the 
same time. 

 
15. An offer of a draw shall be conveyed together with the player's move and the 

time he has use dup. 
 
 
16. In addition to the players, the following officials shall be present during a 

match at each match site: 
(a) a non-playing captain,  
(b) an arbiter,  
(c) a person responsible for the technical transmission of the moves, 
(d) several assistants. 

 
17. The team captain represents the interests of his team towards the opposing 

team. He directs the assistants and is responsible for the orderly course of the 
match at his match site. 
The team captain shall also control the correct transmission of the moves to be 
dispatched. One or several deputy team captains may be appointed to assist 
the team captain. 

 
18. The partners in the match shall agree on the arbiters active in the match sites. 

The arbiters may belong to the federations involved in the match or to a 
federation not involved in the match. 
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19. For the technical transmission several persons can be engaged. However, one 

responsible person is to be nominated. 
 
20. The assistants aid the players with the transmission of the moves. There 

should be an assistant assigned to each board. There shall be at least one 
assistant present for every two boards. When a player has made his move on 
the board and has pushed his clock, the assistant - together with the player - 
transcribes this move on a special form into the transmission code agreed 
upon. He then takes the move to the person responsible for the technical 
transmission of the moves to have it transmitted to the opponent. The assistant 
then stays with the person responsible for the technical transmission and waits 
for the opponent's move. He takes this move, writes it on his form, makes the 
opponent's move on the board of his player and immediately pushes the clock 
of his player. 
During the match the assistant is not allowed to consult any player concerning 
the game in progress. The assistant shall report the time used by his player 
when transmitting the 20th, 30th, 40th, 50th, 60th, 65th, 70th and 75th move. 
(See also points 8 and 14). 

 
21. The teams can agree that an observer of each of the teams be present during 

the match at the site of the opponent. 
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Directive for the Adjudication of Unfinished Games In  
International Clock-Controlled Telechess Contests 
 
(Analogous to the Tournament Rules of ICCF for unfinished correspondence games.) 
 
1. The term for mailing unfinished games follows from the Regulations for 

international clock-controlled telechess contests or from the rules for the 
specific competition. 

 
2. The mailing of unfinished games to the Tournament Director or the 

adjudicator shall be accompanied by: 
(a) a copy of the scoresheet of the games, 
(b) the adjourned position, 
(c) suggestions for the evaluation of the games as a win, a draw or a loss, 
(d) extensive analysis supporting the suggestions. 

 
3. If neither of the match-partners sends the required information before the 

prescribed deadline, the game can be evaluated as a draw. 
 
4. The adjudicator in international contests should not be of the same nationality 

as the players whose game is to be adjudicated. 
 
5. In general the adjudication shall be carried out within two weeks after the 

receipt of the documents. 
 
6. The adjudicator will check the analysis of the players. He will base his 

decision on the analysis which he considers correct. If no analyses have been 
received or if the analyses are incorrect or insufficient, the adjudicator will 
use his own judgement.  
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Tournament Rules for Telechess Olympiad for FIDE/ICCF Challenge Cup 
 
In the interest of the creation of further possibilities for international chess contests 
and the deepening of friendship among the nations, FIDE and ICCF organize in 
cooperation tournaments for national teams in the field of clock-controlled telechess 
contests. 
 
1. The Regulations for international special clock-controlled telechess contests 

will apply to the matches. 
 
2. Every federation affiliated to FIDE or ICCF is entitled to enter a team. 
 
3. The tournament will be held in the KO-system. The partners are determined 

by drawing of lots. 
 
4. The entries for the Telechess Olympiad are to be sent to the FIDE or the ICCF 

Secretariat by a date to be specified. 
 
5. For the Telechess Olympiad the following specifications of the Regulations 

for international clock-controlled telechess contests apply (may be amended 
for subsequent Telechess Olympiads). 
(a) Each team consists of 8 players. 
(b) The color distribution will be established by drawing lots. Each team 

plays alternately with the white and with the black pieces. 
(c) The time for reflection allotted to each player is 50 moves in two hours 

and 25 moves in every consecutive hour. By mutual consent a time 
control of 1 hour and 40 minutes for the first 40 moves and 12 moves 
every 30 minutes thereafter, can be agreed upon. 

(d) When transmitting the moves, the last move of the opponent has to be 
repeated. 

(e) If a match ends in a draw, the following board count is additionally 
employed: 
Win on the first board 56 points 
Win on the second board 54 points 
Win on the third board 52 points 
Win on the fourth board 50 points 
Win on the fifth board 50 points 
Win on the sixth board 48 points 
Win on the seventh board 46 points 
Win on the eighth board 44 points 
(In the case of a draw the board points will be divided.) 
If this does not lead to a decision, there will be a drawing of lots. 
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(f) For the transmission of the moves two telex machines will be used, 
one for the outgoing moves and the other for the incoming moves. 
Parties can, however, agree on the use of only one telex, or on 
transmission of the moves by telephone. 

 
6. The FIDE/ICCF Commission is responsible for the organization of the 

Telechess Olympiad. The General Tournament Director appointed by the 
Commission will make the drawing of lots for the various rounds and fix the 
time schedule. 

 
7. The General Tournament Director shall be informed by both parties in a 

match as to the exact date and time of each match at the latest one month 
before its beginning. All results of the matches shall be sent to the General 
Tournament Director within one week after their termination. 

 
8. Appeals against decisions of arbiters must be sent to the General Tournament 

Director, who will make the final decision. 
 
9. All unfinished games shall be sent to the General Tournament Director within 

one week, with due observance of Art. 11 of the Regulations for international 
clock-controlled telechess contests. 

 
The General Tournament Director will see to the adjudication by international 
title bearers of FIDE or ICCF. 
 
There is no right of appeal against this adjudication of unfinished games 
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